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S HAN DO NG HENG MEI BETT ER ENN O VATI ON EQ UIP MENT CO. ,  LTD  

 

 

About us 

Shandong Hengmei Better Ennovation Equipment Co., Ltd located on 

east of Jinan, the capital of shandong province, on the west of porcelain 

capital Zibo. On the north is 309 national highway, on the south is Jinan-

Qingdao highway. Strategic location, convenient traffic, cultural heritage 

is a national important production base for energy equipment.  

Shandong Hengmei Better Ennovation Equipment Co., Ltd is an 

enterprise of research and development, manufacturing, training, 

international trade as a whole. Main products: flat die pellet mill, ring die 

pellet mill, rollers pellet mill etc three main series pelleting and 

briquetting equipment. Cutting, crushing etc two series; Air-flow dryer, 

drum dryer, cooler etc two series and other screener, conveyor etc other 

products. All products have passed technical appraisal and recognition of 

the relevant state departments and enjoy very good reputation in the 

market.  
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Warnings for Security 

 

1. The machine can be started after being checked the rotating 

parts turning agilely and the joints being fixed firmly.  

 

2. Do not put hands into the rotating part and the inner part of 

the upper case when it works. 

 

3. If the machine shocks, vibrates violently, or there is some 

unusual sound of bump or blocked-up situations, DO stop 

running and check it immediately to remove the trouble.  

 

4. The power should be earthed in order to prevent  accidents.  
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I. Scope of Application and Features： 

  Hengmei brand 65×100,130×55,130×100 series hammer mill is our finalized 

products. It is the most ideal grinding equipment for all kinds of stalk, weed, 

corn, soybean, PVC foaming board and etc. Its features: reasonable structure, 

firm durable, safe reliable, easy operation, little vibratio, and high efficiency. 

II. Main technical parameters and performance indicators 

(I) Main technical parameters 

Model 65×100 130×55 130×100 

Rotor Diameter(mm) 650 1300 1300 

Grinding Room Width 950 560 1020 

Main Shaft Rotate 

Speed(r/min) 

2980 1480 1490 

Spec of screener (mm) 1020×940 2050×540 2050×1000 

Linear velocity (m/s) 101 101 101 

Spec of hammer (㎜) 180×50×5 252×75×6.4 250×75×6.4 

Hammer Qty (pieces) 12×8=（96） 20×4=（80） 20×8=（160） 

Main Power (kw) 110 110 160-220 

Model of power Y315S-2 Y315S-4 Y315L1-4 

Model of bearings 2316 2320 2320 

   Dimension 

(L×W×H) 
2680×980×1290 2640×1618×205

0 

3310×2170×1980 

Wind absorbed 

quantity(m
3
/h) 

  6032-9500 

Weight (t)   6 

 

(II) Performance indicators 

This parameter is on the condition of well installation, air-inhaling and work 

normally: 
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Raw 

material 

Holes of 

screenerφ

(mm) 

Capacity(t/h) 

65×100 130×55 130×100 

Stalk  φ6   3-5 

 

Note: The component of raw material is not bigger than14%, the rate of 

opening holes is below 33%. 

III. Main Structure and Working Process 

Main Structure 

The machine includes the following main parts, as shown in picture. 

1) Base: Connect and support all the components of the hammer mill to form a 

whole. The crushed material will be sucked out by air pressure from the 

side of the base. 

2) Rotor: Is consisted of  the main shaft, hammer shelves, pin, hammer, 

bearings and other parts, is the mill's main moving parts. Rotor speed is 

high. The balancing test will be made under the condition of not installing 

the pin and the hammers. 

3) Fan Blower: Independent. The air pipe is connected with the main engine.  

4) Upper Rind: The upper part has the inlet and strip liner. Its below part 

connects with the base . Composition of the grinding chamber by the rotor. 

Materials are grinded in the crushing chamber. 
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（65X100 Model） 

 

（130X55、130X100 Model） 

Picture one  Hammer Mill Structure Schematic Diagram 

2. working process: 

The materials go into the grinding chamber through the upper rind inlet. They 

are crushed under the condition of high-speed rotating of hammers and friction 

of screeners. And will be out of screener holes by Centrifugal force and air flow.   

VI. Installation 

The machine main shaft is connected with motor using the pin coupling to 

drive. The motor is setted on the base of the machine. There are four holes in 

the four corners of the base, fastened with the bolts. It  has starting, protecting 

device and the electric instrument matched the power.  

V. Operation Notes. 

1. The operator must be clear with machine structure, performance and 

operating methods. 

2. Before starting the machine, please examine all the joints carefully. Make 

sure there is no loosen part. 

3、Check if the rotor rotates flexibly. Make sure that no noise caused by block, 

bump, friction, etc. 
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4 、Ensure the operator and machine are both in a good condition, then 

machine can be started. Material must be feeded after the machine running two 

or three minutes without material. The air-inhalation system must be in normal 

working condition before the machine starting.  

6、Keep sure feeding material evenly when working. Too much or too few is 

not allowed. Make sure the motor working under the quota load.  

7、 If there is intense vibration during operation, please stop the machine 

immediately and find out the reason. After clearing up the troubles, it can be 

continued.  

8、Before and after operation, please inject oil in the machine, clean it and do 

the necessary checking works. 

VI. Adjustment and Maintenance  

Adjustment. 

1. Adjustment of hammers: There are 8 units, 4 units and 8 units hammers 

in the rotor. All the hammers are arranged symmetrically. ( Picture 2 is 

the opened schematic diagram for arrangement of hammers.  Hammers 

must be arranged as requested strictly when installing. The according two 

units hammers’s weight differences should be no heavier than 5G. The 

hammers work through the two angles. After the first angle is worn out 

( picture 3) , the hammer can be turned to use the second angle. When the 

second angle is also worn out, the hammers should be exchanged into 

new ones. 

2. Adjustment of screener: Choosing screeners with suitable holes based 

on the finished grinding material size request. The screener should be 

exchanged to new ones when it is worn heavily or broken.  
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（65X100 Model） 
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（130X55 Model） 
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Dotted Line is the position of Lock Sets 

 

 

（130X100 Model） 

Picture2. Opened Schematic Diagram for Hammer arrangement and Sleeve 

Installation Schematic Diagram 

Maintenance 

1. Operate the machine strictly according to the requested. Do the necessary 

checking and cleaning for every working shift.  

2. Inject oil every working shift. When working, the shaft should be cleaned 

after 1000 hours working. And at the same time, changing the grease. The 
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grease is 3# Lithium grease. When adding the grease, it should reach to 1/2-

3/4 level of the shaft cover gap. 

3. The machine components should be repaired or exchanged when they are 

worn heavily or broken. The rotor (not including the pin and hammers) 

should do balancing test checking when changing component or being 

assembled again. The balancing test must be checked under the standard of 

Rotor balance Precision G6.3 through Internation Standards Association.  

4. If the machine is not used for a long time, do clean the inside and outside of 

the machine to remove the dust, in order to prevent the machine corrosion. 

And the screen holes blocked. 

 

 

 

 

Picture 3. Wear conditions of hammers  

VII. Normal problems and Solutions 

Problems Reson Solution 

1. Difficult 
motor start 

1.Voltage is too low 
2.wire Cross-sectional is 
too small 
3.start compensator is too 
small 
4.fuse is easier to broke 

1.start hiding away from peak 
period 
2.replace the suitable wire 
3.replace bigger start 
compensator 
4.change the fuse match with 
the electricity capacity 

2.motor is 
too hot  

1.running with two phases 
2 motor winding short 
circuit 
3.everload for long term 

1.change to three phases 
2.chenk and repair motor 
3.work under rated load 

3.hammer 
mill shakes 

1.wrong hammer 
arrangement 

1.reinstall the hammers 
according to the hammer 
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VIII. Transportation and Storage 

(1)  The four holes in the two sides of the hammer mill base are used for 

lifting. They can also be used to put pipes under them to move the 

machine horizontally. 

strongly 2 2 matched hammers 
weight differences are too 
high 
3.individual hammer is 
blocked, 
4.other components in the 
rotar is not balanced 
5.the main shaft is curved 
6.bearing is broken 

arrangement diagram 
2.asjus t ha m m e rs  to m a ke  sure  the  
we ight diffe re nce s  lowe r tha n 5G  
3.make the hammers rotate 
flexiblly 
4 balance the rotars 
5.strengthen or change the shaft  
6.change the bearing 

4.abnorma 
noise in 
crushing 

room 

1.iron or other hard 
material go into the 
machine 
2.component inside of the 
machine is loosen or 
broken 
3.space between hammers 
and screener is too little 

1.stop the machine and remove 
the iron or hard material  
2.stop machine and change 
components 
3.adjust the space to the 
requested size 

5.production 
reduces 

1.lack of electricity power 
2.hammers wear heavily 
3 material is feeded 
unevenly 
4.material moisture too 
high  
5.screener holes not meet 
the request 

1.check and repair the motor 
2.change to use the other angle 
or change new one 
3.feeding material evenly 
4.drying the material  
5.exchange the screener with 
suitable holes 

6.finished 
products too 

big 

1.screen wear heavily or 
have big holes 
2.screener and frame not 
near, the side space is too 
large 

1.repair the holes or exchange 
new screener 
 
2.Stop machine repairing to 
tighten the screener and 
screener frame 

7.bearing is 
to hot 

1.main shaft and motor 
center is not concentric 
2 grease is too much, too 
less or not good quality 
3. bearing is broken 
4.main shaft is cerved or 
rotar is not balanced 
5.overload working for 
long term 

1 Adjust motor center to be 
concentric with main shaft 
2.Replace grease and adding 
oil as requested 
3.replace the bearing 
4.strengthen the main shaft and 
balance the rotor 
5.reduce the feeding capacity 
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(2)  The hammer mill should be put in the place which is ventilated, dry 

and cool when it is kept for long term. Moisture-proof facilities is also 

necessary. The outside surface without paiting should be painted anti-

rust oil. 

 

 

Picture 4. 130 X55. 130 X100 Model grinding dust collecting schematic 

diagram 
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Main products 

 

Water Drop Hammer Mill Efficient Hammer Mill 

Multifunctional Hammer Mill Drum Wood Chipper 

Roller Crusher Single Shaft Twin Screw Mixer 

Dual Shaft Oar Efficient Mixer  Additive Mixer 

Flat Die Pellet Mill Ring Die Pellet Mill 

 Briquette Machine Ball Shaper 

 Counter Flow Cooler Air Flow Dryer 

Rotary Dryer Vibration Staged Screener 

Shaking Staged Screener Pre-cleaning Screener 

 Permanent Magnet Drum Elevator Bucket 

Liquid Adding Equipment Pulse Dust Collector 
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Electricity Control Rotating 

Distributor 

Scraper Conveyor 

Buried Scraper Conveyor  Powder Cleaning Screener 

 

 

Certificate of Approval 

 

 

Commodity: FJT Series Multifunctional Hammer Mill      

Model:                                                                                                          

 

 

The product accords with the technical criteria and is allowed to 

sell 

 

Manufacture Serial Number:                                        

Quality Inspector:                                      
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ShanDong Shandong Hengmei Better Ennovation Equipment Co., 

Ltd   

Manufacture Date:         Y       M      D 

 

 

Product Quality Feedback Form 

Customer name: Country: 

Address: Zip code 

Tel: Fax: 

Date of use: Model: 

Appearance:  

Performance: 

Material: 

Package: 

Quality problem  

Suggestion 

 

Contact information  

 

Company 

Name:  

Shandong Hengmei Better Ennovation 

Equipment Co., Ltd 

Address:  Zhangqiu, Jinan, Shandong Province, China  

Phone:  86-531-83482688 

Fax:  86-531-83692388 
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Website:  www.chinahmbt.com 

E-mail:  

Code 250201 

 

 


